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- against - Index No. 104305/2005 

EDWARD K. MORAN, LANDAU, MILLER & 
MORAN, KENNETH BECKER and PANKEN, 
BESTERMAN, WlNER, BECKEK & SHERMAN, 
L.L.P., 

MARILYN STIAVER, J.: 

In this action alleging legal malpractice, two motions (scquence numbers 002 and 003) are 

consolidated Tor disposition in accordance with the following decision and order. In motion 

sequence number 002, plaintiff Nina Kapitanova moves for a trial preference, pursuant to CPLR 

3403 (a) (3), on the ground that the interests of justice will be served by an early trial.' In motion 

sequence number 003, de€endants Kenneth Becker and Panken, Besteman, Winer, Becker & 

Sherman, L.L.P. (PB WBS; collcctively, with Bccker, Defendants) move, pursuant to CPLR 3212, 

for summary judgment dismissing the complaint as against them.' 

'u, 
'Although Kapitanova's notice of motion states that the motion is brought uf$uaiit to CPL@$ 

3403.05 [3], no such subsection exists, and that is presumably a typographical e ire: 
4 \k 

In motion sequence number 002, defendants Kenneth Becker and Panken, Res n, Winer, 
Becker & Sherman, L.L.P. originally cross-moved for an order: (1) pursuant to CPL% 9 .l96,32 16 
and 3402 and 22 NYCRR 202.21, vacating plaintiff's note of issue and certificate of readhess for 
trial on the ground that discovery in this action was not complete; (2) pursuant to CPLR 3Lpl and 
3 126 and 22 NYCRR 202.21, compelling plaintiffto provide certain allegedly outstanding discovery 
and "HIPAA" authorizations; and (3) pursuant to CPLR 3 126 (2), precluding plaintiff from 
presenting certain evidence at trial which had allegedly not been provided or disclosed to those 
defendants pursuant to demands andor court orders. However, Ihe cross motion has already been 
separately addresscd and will not be addressed herein. 

2Defendants' notice of motion states that the motion is brought pursuant to CPLR 3126, 
which is also presumably a typographical error. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS AND BACKGROUND 

Kapitanova alleges that Defendants committed legal malpractice while representing her in 

connection with a personal injury action entitled Kupitanovu v Rafaeli (Sup Ct, NY County, 

Cozzens, J. ,  index no. 105439/98) (hereinafter, the Underlying Action). Kapitanova was struck by 

a taxi cab on February 12, 1998 while she was traveling on foot on an area of a roadway in Central 

Park which, although adjacent to automobile traffic lanes, is designated for use by pedestrians and 

other non-automobile traffic. The driver of the taxi cab, Joseph Rafaeli, suffered a fatal heart attack 

at or about the timc of the accident. The taxi cab and the associated taxi cab medallion were 

allegedly owned by him and his wife Luba Rafaeli. 

Kapitanova originally retained defendant Edward Moran and his law firm, defendant Landau, 

Miller & Moran (LMM), to represent her in connection with the injurics suffered by her in the 

accident. In or about December 1999, LMM referred the matter to Becker and/or his law firm, 

PBWBS, and Becker acted as Kapitanova’s trial attorney in the Underlying Action. Plaintiffs 

counsel alleges that Moraii and LMM have not been served with the suinmons or complaint in this 

action bccause I,MM was dissolvcd before this action was commenced, and bccause he has been 

unable to locate any of the named partners or members of LMM. 

I 

Ms. Rafaeli was the only defendant named in the Underlying Action. She conceded that, as 

an owner ofthe taxi, she was liable for injuries which were caused by any negligent opcration of the 

taxi by her husband. The trial of the Underlying Action was bifurcated into a liability phase and a 

damages phase. At the trial of the liability phasc, Becker presentcd the theory to the jury that the taxi 

went out of control due to Mr. Rafaeli’s negligence, and that his heart attack was traumatic, in that 

it occurred after, and was induced by trauma associated with, the accident (the Traumatic Heart 

AttackTheory). Becker callcd only one witness, Kapitanova, to testify at the trial. She testified that 

she was unable to remember who or what had struck her 

Ms. Rafaeli’s attorney presented the theory to the jury that Mr. Rafaeli lost control over the 

taxi as the result of his heart attack, such that the accident was not the result of any negligcnce on 
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his part but was caused, rather, by an “act of God” (the Precipitating Heart Attack Theory). Ms. 

Rafaeli’s attorney called four witnesscs at the trial: Ms. Rafaeli; Sandra Lcvinc, an emergency 

medical technician who provided medical treatment to Mr. Rafaeli at the accident scene, and who 

completed an “ambulance call rcport” relating to that treatment; Steven Pate, a passenger in the taxi 

at the time of the accident, whose testimony concerning Mr. Rafaeli’s bchavior and the motion of 

the taxi tended generally to support the Precipitating Heart Attack Theory; and StephenFactor, M.D., 

an expert medical witness who opined to the effect that Mr. Ral‘aeli’s heart attack preceded the 

accident. At the conclusion of the trial of the liability phase, thc jury rendered a verdict against 

Kapitanova and in favor of Ms. Rafaeli, finding that there had bcen no negl igen~e.~ 

Kapitanova’s bill of particulars alleges that Defendants coininitted malpractice in the 

Underlying Action by failing to: (1) investigate, prepare and present to the jury the theory that Mr. 

Rafaeli was negligent in driving the taxi, and/or that Ms. Rafaeli was negligent in allowing him to 

drive the taxi, because the condition of Mr. Rafaeli’s heart made it foresccable that he would suffer 

a heart attack or other health consequences while driving the taxi which would pose a danger to 

oihers (the Forcsceable Heart Attack Theory); (2) obtain Mr. Rafaeli’s pre-accident medical records, 

and testimony by an cxpcrt medical witness based upon those records, which could be offered in 

support of the Foreseeable Heart Attack Theory; (3) adcquatcly attack the Precipitating Heart Attack 

Theory by, inter alia, arranging for the appearance of an expert medical witness to oppose the 

testimony of Dr. Factor; (4) name Mr. Rafaeli’s estate as a defendant; ( 5 )  insist upon a unified trial 

of the action rather than a trial bifurcated into a liability phase and a damages phase; (6) join in the 

action any other individuals or entities who knew or should have known about Mr. Rafaeli’s heart 

condition and who permitted or enabled him to drive a taxi and/or provided him with a license which 

permitted him to do so; (7) properly investigate and explaiii to Kapitanova the intricacics of hcr 

personal injury case; (8) provide Russian translation to Kapitanova in Becker’s conferences and 

3The trial court’s dismissal of the complaint in the Underlying Action, based upon the jury 
verdict, was subsequently affirmed on appeal (see Kupitanova v Rufaeli, 16 AD3d 108 [ 1 st Dept 
20051). 
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phone calls with her; and (9) insist upon and provide a Russian interpreter to Kapitanova during her 

trial and court appearances (see IIannan Arfirm., Ex. C, Bill of Particulars, 17 4-5). 

DISCUSSION 

“In order to prevail on a claim for legal malpractice, a party must establish that the attorney 

failed to exercise that degree of care, skill and diligence corninonly possessed and exercised by a 

member of the lcgal community, that such negligence was a proximatc cause of the loss in question, 

and that actual damages were sustained” (Barbara King Family Trust v Voluto Ventures LLC, 46 

AD3d 423,424 [l  st Dept20071). “Proximate cause requires a showing that ‘but for’ the attorney’s 

negligence, the plaintiff would either have been successful in the underlying matter or would not 

have sustaincd any ascertainable damages” (id.). “TO succeed on a motion for summary judgment, 

the defendant in a legal malpractice action must present evidence in admissible form establishing 

that the plaintiff is unable to prove at least one of these essential elements” (Dimondv Kuzmierczuk 

B McGrath, 15 AD3d 526, 527 [2d Dcpt 20051). 

Defendants havc failed to establish that Kapitanova will be unable to provc the first element 

of her malpractice claim -- Le., that Defendants were negligent in failing to exercise the degree of 

care, skill and diligence commonly possessed and exercised by a inember of the lcgal community -- 

except with respect to the portion of her claim which alleges that Defendants were negligent in 

€ailing to insist upon a unified trial rather than a bii‘urcated trial in the Underlying Action. 

Kapitanova maintains that Defcndants were negligent primarily in pursuing the Traumatic 

Heart Attack Theory of liability at the trial in the Underlying Action instead of, and to the exclusion 

of, the Foreseeable Heart Attack Theory of liability. Defendants base their argument that Becker was 

not negligent in pursuing only the former theory upon opinions set forth in an affidavit submitted by 

Defendants’ legal expert, Dudley Thompson, Esq. Thompson opines that it was appropriate and 

reasonable for Becker to present the Traumatic Heart Attack Theory, and not to present the 

Forcseeable Heart Attack Theory, because: (1) there was evidence to support the Traumatic Heart 

Attack Theory, namely, the ambulance call report that was completed by Levine; and (2) there was 
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no evidence to support the Foresecable Heart Attack Tl1eo1-y.~ Relying upon Thompson’s opinion, 

Defendants assert that Recker’s decision to pursue only the Traumatic Heart Attack Theory was a 

choice of one among several reasonable courscs of action, which did not constitute malpractice. 

“[Aln attorney is not held to the rule of infallibility and is not liable for an honest mistake 

ofjudgment where thc propcr course is open to reasonable doubt” (Bernstein v Oppenheim & Co., 

160 AD2d 428,430 11 st Dept 19901). Thus, as Defendants correctly assert, an attorney’s “selection 

of one among sevcral reasonable courses of action does not constitute malpractice” (id. [citation and 

internal quotation marks omitted]). However, “[albscnt such ‘reasonable’ courses of conduct found 

as a matter of law, a determination that a course of conduct constitutes malpractice requires findings 

of fact” (id.). It cannot be determined as a matter of law that it was a reasonable coursc of action for 

Becker to present the Traumatic Heart Attack Theory, rather than and to the exclusion of the 

Foreseeable Heart Attack Theory, in view of: the insubstantial weight of the evidencc which cxisted 

to support thc Traumatic IIcart Attack Theory; the considerable weight of the evidence that Becker 

knew or should have known would be offered at trial to support the Precipitating Heart Attack 

Theory, which contradicted the Traumatic Heart Attack Theory; and Defendants’ failure to establish 

that no evidence existed to support the Foreseeable Heart Attack Theory. 

The only evidence which Defendants cite as supporting the Traumatic Heart Attack Theory, 

and as warranting Becker’s presentation of that theory at trial, is the ambulance call report which 

Levine completed after she provided Mr. Rafaeli with emergency medical treatment. Defendants 

have not submitted a copy of that report in the papers supporting their motion, but it appears that the 

report contains the notation “presumptive diagnosis cardiac arrest, traumatic,” and a statement that 

Mr. Rafaeli had a “large contusion” on his chest (Hannan Affirm., Ex. F, Record on Appeal, at 180- 

18 1 , 23 1). The contusion located upon that part of Mr. Rafaeli’s body might arguably support the 

praposition that he suffered physical trauma which caused his heart attack. 

4Becker stated at his deposition that -- although “[olf coursc [lic] pursucd” the Forcseeable 
Heart Attack Theory -- he did not present that theory at trial because “[he] had no evidence to 
support that theory” (Becker EBT, at 71). 
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However, the weight ofthe ambulance call report as evidence supporting the Traumatic Heart 

Attack Theory was insubstantial in view of the additional circumstances that: the report was on a 

form which evidently containcd a small box that was to be checked in the event that the presenting 

problem was a “cardiac arrest from a trauma,” and that box was apparently “not checked” (id. at 

214); it was Ms. Rafaeli’s counsel who called Levine as a witness at the trial, and who introduced 

the ambulance call report into evidence; and Levine’s testimony before the jury supported the 

Precipitating Heart Attack Theory rather than the Traumatic Heart Attack Theory. Levine testified: 

that she “felt the cardiac arrest wasn’t trauma-related”; that “it seemed to [her] like [Mr. Rafaeli] had 

some sort of medical situation that happcned that causcd thc accident”; that, “looking at the whole 

scenario together ..., in [her] clinical judgment, it was not a traumatic [cardiac] arrest”; and that her 

judgment was based upon the “[albsence of [tire] skid marks, [Mr. Rafaeli’s] age [and] the condition 

of [his] body” (id. at 85-86).  Thus, it is not clear that it was reasonable for Becker to rely exclusively 

upon the Traumatic I Ieart Attack Theory at trial, based upon nothing more than the ambulance call 

report, in vicw of the considerable weight of the testimony which Becker knew, or should have 

known, would be presented in support of the Precipitating Heart Attack Theory. 

Defendants have also failed to establish that no evidence existed to support the Foreseeable 

Heart Attack Theory. Becker stated at his deposition that, in preparation for the trial of the 

Underlying Action, he had consulted with approximately six cardiologists as to “whether ... from the 

information that [he] had availablc, could they give an opinion as to whether or not the deceasc[d] 

had been suffering from cardiac problcms, for such a length of time, with such seriousness that it 

would be dangerous for him to be driving a car’) (Elecker EBT, at 20). Becker further testified that, 

bccause no autopsy had been conducted on Mr. Rafaeli’s body, none of the cardiologists could 

render such an opinion (see id. at 23). Thompson opines that -- because Becker was unable to obtain 

an expert medical opinion as to the condition ofMr. Rafaeli’s heart at the time of the accident, and 

had no evidence to support the Foreseeable Heart Attack Theory -- “Becker did the right thing[] by 

presenting the best theory available to him based upon the cvidence” (Thompson Affid., 7 16). 
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However, when Becker was asked at his deposition whether he could identify any of the 

physicians he had consulted, he replied that he could not (see Becker EBT, at 20,46-47). Becker 

further indicated: that, although he had made notes when he talked with the physicians, hc didn’t 

know where thc notcs wcrc; that, when the trial ofthe Underlying Action concluded, he had returned 

the case file to LMM without keeping copies of its contents for himselc that, when this action was 

commenced, he had contacted the attorney at LMM who had originally had the case in an attempt 

to get the file back; and that he couldn’t recall whether that attorney had disposed of the file or not 

(see id. at 20-21). Becker stated at another point in his deposition that, when he “requested ... the 

return of the file, ._. the file no longer existed, so that was the end ofthat” (id. at 61).5 

Defendants have not submitted an affidavit by any medical expert to substantiate the 

proposition that -- with the benefit or whatever materials would have been available at the time of 

the trial -- a physician would have been unable to render an opinion as to the condition of Mr. 

Rafaeli’s heart, the seriousness of his heart condition, or the foreseeability of his having a heart 

attack while driving a taxi at the time of the accident6 Whether Becker did consult with certain 

5Plaintiff s counsel alleges that Defendants have not complied with his repeated requests for: 
(1) copies of the matcrials contained in the case file which PBWBS maintained for the Underlying 
Action, and which Becker allegedly returned to LMM; and (2) information as to the whereabouts of 
any of the partners or members of LMM. Although Becker indicated at his deposition that he could 
provide plaintiffs counsel with an address for the LMM partner or member named Miller (see 
Becker EB’I’, at 104-1 O S ) ,  Bccker has allegedly not done so. 

‘Indeed, Thompson states in his affjdavit that “Dr. Factor, in the underlying case, ... opined 
that ... by reading the medical documents in this case and without an autopsy he could, with a 
reasonable degree of medical certainty, gauge the condition of Mr. Joseph Rafaeli’s heart” 
(Thompson Affid., 7 14). 

Dr. Factor had, in lact, prepared an opinion letter dated July 6, 2002 -- a copy of which 
Becker presumably received from LMM -- which suggested that Mr. Rafaeli was, at least, subject 
to an increased risk of fatal cardiac arrhythmia due to his physical condition (see Perlman Affirm., 
Exs. 7, 8). The opinion lcttcr states, inter alia: that Mr. Ral‘aeli “had a history of hypertension, 
hypercholesterolemia [and] ischemic heart disease with an abnormal electrocardiogram”; that he was 
“a heavy smoker (3 packs per day)”; that, “[blased on the records and the witness statement,” it was 
Dr. Factor’s opinion that Mr. Rafaeli had a “sudden ventricular arrhythmia”; that ‘L[flatal ventricular 
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unidentified cardiologists, and what they may have told him concerning their ability to offer an 

opinion as to the condition of Mr. Rafaeli’s heart at the time of the accident, are facts exclusively 

within Becker’s knowledge. Accordingly, Becker’s self-serving testimony wi th regard to those facts 

is not alone sufficient to establish that no medical expcrt could lcgitimately have rendered an opinion 

concerning the condition or Mr. Rafaeli’s heart at the time of the accident or, accordingly, that no 

evidence could have been obtained to support the Foreseeable Heart Attack Theory (see e.g. 

Gaughan v Chase Manhattan Bank, 204 AD2d 67, 68 [ 1 st Dept 19941 [stating that, “where the 

knowledge of salient facts remains exclusivcly within the possession of thc moving party, a motion 

for summary judgment must be denied”]). Nor does Thompson’s opinion concerning those facts 

constitutc probativc evidence, sincc his opinion is, in that regard, merely ‘konclusory and the views 

are apparently based to a great extent on hearsay statements from unspecified witncsses as well as 

upon speculations on the part ofthe expert” (Gardner v Ethier, 173 AD2d 1002,1003- 1004 [3dDept 

19911). 

For the aforementioned reasons, Defendants have not established that Kapitanova will be 

unable to prove that they were negligent in presenting the Traumatic Hcart Attack Theory at trial 

instead of, and to the exclusion of, the Foreseeable Heart Attack Theory. Defendants have also failed 

to establish that Kapitanova will be unable to prove that they were negligent in failing to: (1) obtain 

Mr. Rafaeli’s pre-accident medical records; (2) name Mr. Ralaeli’s estate as a defendant in the 

Underlying Action; and/or (3) adequately attack the Precipitating Heart Attack Theory by, inter alia, 

arranging for the appearance of an expert medical witness to oppose the testimony of Dr. Factor. 

Kapitanova alleges that Becker was negligent in failing to obtain Mr. Rafaeli’s pre-accident 

arrhythmia ... is a common outcome in patients with ischcrnic heart disease”; that, “as early as 6 
years before his death, [Mr. Rafaeli] had a documented abnormal EKG, abnormal stress test, and 
evidence of a remote myocardial infarction”; that "[hie also had hypertension and probable left 
ventricular hypertrophy (based on the EKG findings and the presence of an abnormal heart sound, 
e.g. S4 gallop)”; that “[l]eft ventricular hypertrophy, myocardial scarring, hypertension, and smoking 
are all independent risk factors lor fatal cardiac arrhythmia”; and that it was Dr. Factor’s opinion, 
“with a high degree of medical certainty, that Mr. Rnfaeli had a sudden arrhythmic cardiac arrest due 
to ischemic heart disease” (Perlman Affirm., Ex. 8, Dr. Factor’s Opinion Letter dated July 6,2002). 
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medical records because the lack of those records prevented Beckcr from presenting the Foreseeable 

Ileart Attack Theory or liability at the trial in the Underlying Action. Becker testified at his 

deposition that he made “every effort [he] could” to obtain Mr. Rafaeli’s pre-accident medical 

records (Becker EBT, at 26). However, he was allegedly unable lo obtain the records because neither 

Mr. Rafaeli nor his estate was named as a party in the Underlying Action (see id. at 28-29, 44). 

Beckcr tcstificd to thc effcct that Mr. Rafaeli’s prc-accident medical records would have been 

“irrelevant,” in any event, because -- whcn hc consulted with physicians for thc purpose of obtaining 

an expcrt medical opinion conccrning the condition of Mr. Rafaeli’s heart at the time ofthe accident 

-- the physicians did not ask to see Mr. Rafacli’s pre-accident medical records, but only an autopsy 

report for Mr. Rafaeli, which did not exist (see id. at 45-46). 

However, Defendants have failed to establish either that Mr. Rafaeli’s pre-accident medical 

records would not have provided evidence supporting the Foreseeable Heart Attack Theory or that 

those records could not have been obtained. Becker’s testimony to the effect that Mr. Rafaeli’s pre- 

accident medical records would have been irrelevant is not alone sufficient to establish that fact 

since, as previously indicated, Becker’s testimony -- based upon his alleged conversations with 

unidentified physicians -- concerns facts exclusively within Rccker’s knowledge. Moreover, Becker 

testified that: 

Because ... there was no autopsy on Mr. Rafaeli ... no doctor that I spoke to would 
offer an opinion concerning pre-existing cardiological disease without being able to 
look at the autopsy finding to determine whether or not ... the decease[d] had in fact 
suffered previous myocardial infarctions, ... whether or not there was lieart ._. damage 
or blockage [and] whether he had any surgery in the past. 

And without that information ..., no self respecting doctor could offer an 
opinion as to a pre-existing condition based upon the facts that were in this case. 

(id. at 23). However, at least certain of that information could presumably have been obtained from 

Mr. Rafaeli’s pre-accident medical records instead ol‘ rrom an autopsy report, e.g., whether Mr. 

Rafaeli had “had any surgery in the past” or “suffered previous myocardial infarctions” (see Perlman 

Affirm., Ex. 8, Dr. Factor’s Opinion Letter dated July 6, 2002 [stating that Mr. Rafaeli had “a 

positive thallium scan in 1 992 that demonstrated a remote inferior-septal wall myocardial 
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infarction”]). Thus, Defendants have not established that Mr. Rafaeli’s pre-accident medical records, 

if they had been obtained, would not have provided evidence to support the Forcsceable Heart Attack 

Theory. As previously stated, Becker’s deposition testimony appears to indicate that he was unable 

to obtain Mr. Rafaeli’s pre-accident medical records because neither Mr. Rafaeli nor his estate was 

named as a defendant in the Underlying Action. However, Defendants have not adequately 

articulated any reason why the estate could not have been named as a defendant in the Underlying 

Actionn7 

Del‘endants assert that ’Hecker was not negligent in failing to present an expert medical 

witness at trial to oppose the testimony of Dr. Factor because, again, Becker consulted with certain 

unidcntified physicians, but was unable to locatc a physician who would draw conclusions opposed 

to those of Dr. Factor without having an autopsy report. IIowcvcr, for the reasons previously 

indicated, Becker’s unsubstantiated testimony concerning his consultations with unidentified 

physicians is insufficient to satisfy Defendants’ burden, as the proponents of a summary judgment 

motion, of establishing that Kapitanova will be unable to prove that Defendants were negligent in 

failing to prcsent an expert medical witness to oppose the testimony ol‘Dr. Factor. 

Defendants have not specifically addressed Kapitanova’s contentions that Defendants were 

negligent in failing to: join in the action any other individuals or entities who knew or should havc 

known about Mr. Rafaeli’s heart condition and who permitted or enabled him to drive a taxi and/or 

provided him with a license which permitted him to do so; properly investigate and explain to 

Kapitanova the intricacies of her pcrsonal injury case; provide Russian translation to Kapitanova in 

Becker’s conferences and phone calls with her; and insist upon and provide a Russian interpreter to 

Kapitanova during her trial and court appearances. 

Thompson opines that it “would only have been relevant and appropriate” to name Mr. 
Rafaeli’s estate as a defendant in the Underlying Action “if ... Becker had decided to pursue” the 
Foreseeablc Heart Attack Theory (Thompson Affid., 7 18). However, inasmuch as Defendants havc 
not established on this motion that it was reasonable not to pursue the Foreseeable Heart Attack 
Theory, Defendants have also failed to establish that it was reasonable not to name Mr. Rafaeli’s 
estate as a defcndant in the Underlying Action on that ground. 

I 
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Defendants’ motion for summary judgment is granted, however, to the extent of dismissing 

so much of Kapitanova’s malpractice claim as alleges that Defendants committed malpractice by 

permitting the trial of. the Underlying Action to be bifurcated into a liability phase and a damages 

phase. Kapitanova’s bill of particulars asserts that a bifurcated trial “permilt[ed] or encourag[ed] 

courtroom dynamics that disfavored Plaintiff and reduced her chances to positively convey her 

limitations [and] needs ... at and during appearance of the parties before the trier of the facts” (Bill 

of Particulars, 711 4-5). Kapitanova is apparently arguing that, because the liability and damages 

phases would have been tried before different juries, the jurors in the damages phase would have 

been less sympathetic towards her injuries and, as a consequence, would have been likely to award 

a lesser amount of damagcs to her than a single jury which considered both liability and damages in 

a unified trial. 

However, as Defendants argue, the same jury will generally handle both the liability phase 

and the damages phase of a bifurcated trial. Subsection 22 NYCRR 202.42 (e) provides, with 

respect to bifurcated trials, that, “[i]n the event of a plaintiffs verdict on the issue of liability ..., the 

damage phase of thc trial shall be conducted immediately thereafter before the same judge andjury, 

unless the judge presiding over the trial, for  reasons stated in the record,Jinds such procedures 

to be impracticable” (emphasis added). Since Kapitanova’s opposition papers do not oppose 

De€endants’ argument with respect to bifurcation of the trial, or establish that a trial of the damages 

phase of lhe Underlying Action was likely to have been tried before a diffcrent jury than thc liability 

phase, Kapitanova has failed to raise an issue of fact as to whethcr Dcfcndants were negligent in 

permitling the trinl to be bifurcated. Accordingly, Defendants have established that Kapitanova will 

be unable to prove the first element of her malpractice claim, but only insofar as the claim allegcs 

that Defendants committed malpractice by permitting the trial of the Underlying Action to be 

bihrcatcd. 

Defendants have failed to establish that Kapitanova will be unable to prove the second 

element of her malpractice claim, namely, that Defendants’ purported negligence proximately caused 
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her alleged loss. Defendants do not separately and specifically address the element of proximate 

cause, but apparently rely upon the argument that, since Kapitanova cannot prove the negligence 

which is the first element of her claim, then, necessarily, she cannot prove that Defendants’ 

negligence proximately caused her alleged loss. However, inasmuch as Defendants have failed to 

establish that Kapitanova will be unable to prove that Defendants were negligent, Defendants have 

also failcd to establish that she will be unable to prove the second element of proximate cause. 

Nor, finally, have Defendants sustained their prima facie burden of cstablishing that 

Kapitanova will be unable to prove the third element of her malpractice claim, i.e., that she sustained 

actual damages as a result of the alleged negligence. Defcndants argue that Kapitanova will be 

unable to prove that she suffered any actual damages because: (1) even il‘Becker had recommended 

that she accept a $30,000 settlement offer which was made on behalf of Ms. Rafaeli in the 

Underlying Action, and Kapitanova had accepted that offer, all of that money would have gone to 

pay her medical expenses, so that she would have been left in the same position as she is in now; and 

(2) even if Kapitanova had received a substantial damages award in the Underlying Action, shc 

would have been unable to actually collect any such award, because Ms. Kafaeli allegedly testified 

under oath, at the time of the trial, that she had no money. 

Neither of those arguments has merit. Defendants’ argument concerning the $30,000 

settlement offer is both irrelevant, because Kapitanova does not allege that Defendants committed 

malpractice by counseling her not to accept that settlement offer, and also incorrect, because a 

plaintiff‘s non-receipt of a damages award which the plaintiff should have received would constitute 

an actual loss even if the award, had the plaintiff received it, would have gone to reduce the 

plaintiff’s indebtedness. Defendants’ argument based upon Ms. Rafaeli’s purported statement that 

she had no money with which to pay a damages award to Kapitanova is unavailing, first, because 

Defendants have failed to establish the truth of that statement. Defcndants have also failed to 

establish that the value of the taxi cab medallion could not have been reached to satisfy a judgment 

in the Underlying Action (see Bccker EBT, at 50 [stating that “[mly Peeling all along was ifwe were 
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successful we had a reasonably good chance to get to either all or a good portion ofthe ... medallion 

value”], 58 [stating that “my thought [was that] if we can lev[y] on the medallion there would be 

more than enough io pay her bills, and at the same time she would have some recovery in this case”], 

79 [stating that he had explained to Kapitanova “that if we win this case on liability, the chances 

were very, very .._ good that negotiations would be commenced with respect to the medallion”]; see 

also Kapitanova Affid., at 2). 

Accordingly, Defendants have failed lo satisfy their prima facie burden of establishing that 

Kapitanova will be unable to prove any of tho essential elements of her malpractice claim, except 

with respect to the portion of Kapitanova’s claim which is based upon Defendants’ failure to insist 

upon a unified rather than a bifurcated trial. With respect to the remainder of Kapitanova’s claim, 

Defendants’ failure to satisfy their burden as the proponents of a summary judgment motion -- by 

making “a prima facie showing of entitlement to judgment as a mattcr of law, tendering sufficient 

cvidencc to demonstratc the abscnce of any material issues of fact” -- “requires a denial of the 

motion, regardless of the sufficiency of the opposing papers” (Smalls v A.JI Indus., Inc., 10 NY3d 

733, 735 [2008] [citation, intcrnal quotation marks and emphasis omitted]). 

Kapitanova’s motion for a trial prefcrencc is granted. Kapitanova asserts that a preferencc 

is warranted in the interests of justice because she suffers from substantial economic hardship and 

adverse psychological effects as aresult ofthe injuries that she sustained in the accident. Kapitanova 

alleges with regard to her financial condition that, as a result of the accident, she has required 

repeated rncdical operations; that her medical expenses, after exhausting available no-fault bcnefits, 

have left her owing a balance of approximately $200,000.00; that she “earns what monies she can” 

by taking various odd jobs, ipcluding babysitting, cleaning apartments and “working as a 

saleswoman in ‘Russian retail stores’ in ‘Russian neighborhoods”’ (Perlman Al-firm., 7 24; see aZso 

Perlman Reply Affirm., 7 2 1); and that she “gets by,” but has no savings and no steady job (l‘erlman 

Reply Affirm., 7 21). Kapitanova allcges with regard to her psychological condition: that she has 

been emotionally and psychologically damaged by the accident and by the injuries, disfigurements 
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and personal reactions which flowed from it; that she is now 46 years old; that ‘‘[tlhe psychological 

impact most probably will increase as [she] gets older” (Perlman Affirm., 11 42); and that she is 

unable to afford onc-on-one psychiatric counseling or “any attempt at a partial revision of her 

emotional reaction to her scars and disfigurement” (id, at 41). 

In considering an application for a trial preference on the ground that an early trial will serve 

the interests of justice, a court will examine “the unique circumstances” of the particular case 

(Patterson v h d e r s o n  Ave. Assoc., 242 AD2d 430,43 1 [ 1 st Dept 19971). Courts have granted such 

trial preferences where a plaintiff has adequatcly demonstrated that he or she was destitute or 

indigent and unable to work (,see e.g.  Thompson v City ofiVew York, 140 AD2d 232,233 [l st Dept 

19881; Cennanle v Lindholm, 69 AD2d 848,849 [2d Dept 19791; or, in certain instances, where the 

plaintiff was not technically dcstitute or indigent, but suffered from extrcrne financial hardship (see 

e.g. Patterson vnnderson Ave. Assoc.) 242 AD2d at 43 1). Courts have also granted trial Preferences, 

in certain instances, where the plaintiff was suffering from a severe injury that would worsen over 

time (see e.g. Zangiacomi v Hood, 193 AD2d 188, 195 [lst Dcpt 19931). 

It has been over 10 years since Kapitanova’s accident. At the time of the accident, she was 

a clerk for Metropolitan Travel Agency and was married, neither of which is currently true. (Bill of 

Particulars 7 25; Perlinan Affirm .B 25 j. While she is “not technically destitute or indigent” (Perlman 

Affirm., 7 41)) shc has no steadyjob and has refused to file for bankruptcy or to seek relief. (Perlman 

Rcply Affirm. ‘T[ 21 - 23) 1 Icr substantial handicaps are documented in the medical report by Leonard 

Harrison, M.D.(Perlman Affirm. Exhibit J). 

Plaintiff has a meritorious claim. As set forth above, defendants have failed to establish 

that Kapitanova will be unable to prove any of the essential elements of her claim. 

Finally, plaintiff‘s counsel has submitted an “affidavit of exigency” which, together with two 

affirmations, sets forth that he will require open heart surgery; that his period of convalescence 

following the surgcry is expected to be three months; that he is 75 years old and expects that, 

following the surgery, he “probably will be caused to retirc and not renew [his] professional 
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activities” (Perlman Reply Affirm., 7 30); and that -- because he has “singular” knowledge of 

Kapitanova’s case and because she is “totally uncomfortable with attorneys, given her particular 

history”(Per1man Affid. of Exigency, at 1) -- he wishes to try this case personally bcfore his surgery, 

and “before most probably retiring” (Perlman Answering Affirm. to Def. Cross Motion, 11 22 [c]). 

CONCLUSION AND ORDER 

For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby 

ORDERED that plaintiffs motion for a trial prcfcrcnce (sequence number 002) is granted: 

m d  it is further 

ORDERED that the motion by defcndants Kenneth Becker and Panken, Besterman, Winer, 

Becker & Sherman, L.L.P. for summary judgment (sequence number 003) is granted, but only in 

part, to the extent that the portion of the complaint which alleges that those de€endants committed 

malpractice by insisting upon or permitting the bifurcation of the trial of the action entitled 

Kapitanova v Rujaeli (Sup Ct, NY County, Cozzens, J., index no. 105439/98) is dismissed; and it 

is further 

ORDERED that the motion by defendants Kenneth Becker and Panken, Bestcrman, Winer, 

Recker & Sherman, L.L.P. for summary judgment (sequencc number 003) is otherwise denied. 

J.S.C. 
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